COMING TO AMERICA
US Retail Launch

Our latest customer Lincoln at the Earth Elements showroom in Montana inspecting an Echo basin.

2020 was a year full of “firsts”, most of which we are more than ready to put behind us (any
parents in the room?!). While business slowed and projects stalled for everyone in our
industry, our team in the United States remained firmly focused on the future and we are
thrilled to announce the launch of a stocked-range of products now available at 12
noteworthy outlets across the country. We worked with our US customers to select a range
of our most popular items, and these are now stocked stateside and ready to ship!

We have spent much of 2020 working from home to set up this initiative, and our dedicated
partners have displays in place and are all set and ready to fulfill your orders. We would
like to thank you all for your support and for investing in us during this turbulent time.
Feel free to explore the range via the “Ready to Ship” tab on our
website: www.claybrookinteriors.com/en/product/ready-to-ship/. Our retail partners
and their contact details can be found here www.claybrookinteriors.com/en/locations/,
and I know they are looking forward to welcoming you in their shops soon!

Emily Spear of our US team conducting a product
training session at Earth Elements.

TKO Associates showroom display, Dallas.

MOUNT NICHOLSON RESIDENCE
Hong Kong

Hand Crafted Bianco Carrara bath and basins, Kintsugi wall and floor tiles.

Nestled between the mountains, the hill-top residential area of Mount Nicholson enjoys
expansive views of Hong Kong’s Victoria Harbour. This private residential home at Mount
Nicholson features monumental interiors by Studio 1618 and is among the most expensive
property per square foot in Asia.
In the master bathroom pictured above, our Kintsugi tiles adorn the walls creating an
abstract textural appeal which expertly offsets the hardness of the material. A breathtaking
bathtub hard-carved from a single block of Bianco Carrara marble sits beside floor to
ceiling windows overlooking the soothing jungle foliage outside. Two matching stone
basins complete the suite.

For the guest powder room pictured below left, Studio 1618 selected a Verde marble
Herringbone version of our Kintsugi tiles with a Calacatta Borghini countertop basin.
Another powder room in the impressive home, below right, boats a Calacatta Borghini
marble Touch basin and plinth.

REMUERA ROAD RESIDENCE
Auckland, New Zealand

Our retail partners in New Zealand, Plumbline, are off to a fantastic start in 2021 having
recently completed this stunning residential renovation project in Remuera Road,
Auckland. The stunning interiors were created by Katie Scott of Sticks+Stones Design who
selected our Opus bath in Night Sky for the master bathroom.

Please follow us on Instagram to see our latest installations and new products.
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